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**Cris Eaves**
Honors Composition Recital

---

**String Quartet No. 1**

Cris Eaves

Peter Clarke, violin
Wendell Su, violin
Euki Sawada, viola
Stephany Chang, cello

**Bad Composure**

Cris Eaves

Daniel Hill, trumpet
Daniel Merriot, trumpet
Melissa Stanley, horn
Allan Chan, trombone
Jonathan Piper, tuba

**Pavanne pour une enfante défunte**

Maurice Ravel
Arranged for guitar by Cris Eaves

Cris Eaves, guitar

**Time Trip**

Cris Eaves

Karen Chow, piano

**Down for the Count**

Cris Eaves

Daniel Sanchez, piano
Jonathan Bruns, drums
Cris Eaves, guitar

**The Night is Old**

Cris Eaves

Daniel Sanchez, piano
John Bruns, drums
Cris Eaves, guitar
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